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Hyriad Coun1;er {or, beads that arerrt for countitg}

from Teaching Exeep tianal, Children" Summer, 1974

by Eric Haughton, Ph.D.



I We have been using a variety of counters to
count a host of behaviors far the last few years
{Duncan 1969, 1971, 1972; Berger, 1972; Haughton,
1971). Lindsley (f SOa) described a high quality Swiss
golf score counter you wear on your wrist and that
Iasts indefinitely (Haugh tan, !972). And even as the
report became public, the company changed the
works so it tended to break down. Behaviar Re-
search (Box 335L, Kansas City, Ks. 66103), Rist-
kounter (116 South 4Znd St., Omaha, Nb. 6gtgt), and
Counter Production (Rt.fS, Box 69W, Excelsior,
Minn.55331) now market a movernent cycle counter
producing precise counts. Later, Bob Mattos (195S)
described a desk style ideal far use in a bnok or class-
room setting. The story of our attempts to find a re-
liablepersonal counter that was compact, precise, and
reliable will likely be related in the future (Gordon, Ir.,
2OO1). The search takes us into sewing boxes, labora-
tories, zoos, pool rooms, golf and country ctubs,
shopping markets, toy houses, and radio shacks.

Then one day Bob and |udy from Ambler, Arkan-
sas, visited Elizabeth and me. They took up the idea
of counting but didn't appreciate mechanical count-
ers or their cost. So they picked up a piece of leather
thong from around the Oregon ranch and strung a
few wooden beads on it. The birth of our prototype
bead abacus cotrnter! The counter looked comparable
to that in Figure 1.

TICURE 1

A sketch of the original abacus counter made by Bob and
Jtrdy circa 1969.
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One bead was darker so you knew on which end you
started your counting. Moving a bead to the left in-
dicates a count of the event, to a total of 8.

Shortly after Bob and Judy shared this develop-
ment we asked some young people who were skilled
at making leather ctothing to make some wrist bands
with rows of beads on heavily waxed linen thread.
And then the problems of abacas reliability began. I
won't go through everything we've tried, but Phil
and Joyce Celver (197O) who teach in Auburn, Wash-
ingtcn, came up with the idea of threading beads on
fuzzy pipe cleaners, and it worked! Before this we
tried lots of different kinds of threads and string and
fishing line. A really heavy, waxed linen thread
works for a while then it gets too easy to slide and
the beads start to slip. Iv{onofilament fishing line
combined with thread is fairly Bood (Shank, 197A\,
but then beads slipped on that set up too. We've alsa
tried elastic thread like ladies use in their panties.
Not too successful" Some people have tried making a

channel to slide beads into, or indentations in the
leather so the beads bump along and don't slide. Both
ideas are complicated and don't work too well.
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TIGURE 2

Top and sirie views of a good idea of horr to set up a simple
abacus counter. Jinr Eyrnes {tsz2} and the ENCOR group
has found it best to attach only one end of the liner. Fits
better, anci less problems that way.
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To this point leather bands, lined with a light, soft
Ieather with rows of beads strung on pipe cleaners
are the cheapest, most precise and reliable counters
we haye available. And not only can you make thern
yourselves, but they are an attractive toal in under-
standing and projecting your iuture (Koenig, 1972;
Pennypacker, Koenig and Lindsley, 1,972). Total cost,
about $z.oo to set up a counter designed to count L5
to ?0 events.

DESIGN

A simple, easy design iooks like those sketched in
Figures 2 and 3, and yet the design is basically up to
you; you can design away to your heart's content.

The one I am ueing currently is a modular design,
so I can mount a counter along with the abacus style
c()untei'$ (Figure 4).
For some movement cycles or responses (such as
food reaches) you may want a counter that works a
bit faster and easier than sliding beads.

A m,vriad of men is an ancient measure of large
numbers. You take a iength measure in a rope,
like a stadia and put it around as many soldiers
as can flt inside! This developed when armies
got so big everyone got tired of marching past a
reviewing stand to get counted. Or counters
asked for rnore pay.
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TICURE 3

TABLE I
WHAT YOU NEED TO MAKE YOUR

WNIST CCIUNTER

Following is a list of supplies needed for preparing
an abacus wrist counter. You will need some leather
tools to cut and punch the leather but usually you
can borrow these from a friendly IMC, OT, YM-
YWCA, YW-YMHA, BSA or other philanthropic
organizations.
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Iarge piece of gocd stiff, oak tanned leather
equally large piece of really soft, sexy leather
for a liner
package of pipe cteaners
beads. Be sure you check that the beads and
the pipe cleaners are compatible. Otherw-ise it
doesn't work the first tinre and you have to
have another try,
piece strong leather thong
rnetric ruler to simplify using centimeters in
precise measurement s teps.

r.
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An abacus wrist counter using base S pairs of beads and
with a chronograph mounted to make precise timing
easier.

TICURE 4

A modular design ah.rcrrS a{runter rvith .l rt*clr.rrric.rl etrtrnt-
er included.
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DAY/MONIYR

happy feelings
sad feelings
sex urtes
things planned
things done
sel( put
self put
offers of help 

-

applied he!ps

@
@
6

peer thoughts
peer thoughts
peer thoughts
past thoughts
present thoughts
future thoughts .

Pieces of paper on which you write your pinpoints and
then tally with a pen or pencil are really helpful counting
tools, too,

FIGURE 5

While you are making your abacus counter, you
might try taping a 20 to 25 cm. piece of stiff paper to
your wrist (Haughton, 1969). Write your pinpoints
on the paper and tally with a pen oi pencil as $hown
in Figure 5" It's a good counting rystem and will get
you into the habit. Or you can order a wrist tally
board from Behavior Research, and bead counter

from Ristkounter or Establo Importing Co. (20 Wil-
son St., Cuelph, Ontario, Canada).
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FIGURE 6

Using rows of beads with a few more beads than you will
actually need is one way to set up counting rows,
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FIGURE 7

A ba*e ten svst€.m of counting beads offers quite a bit of
flexibility and you can count high numberg for movement
cycles that get up to 8O's or lOO's a day.
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oniy 9 "beads on the ones row so you reduce the
red*ndant 'sead move *f the l0th bead and also

the 1O's bead. In the diagram I've represented
10 ones and also 10 tens. Yau don't have to
have 1C tens, you might not need a count of
'l 1S this gives you, so you might only count 3
or 4 tens.

TEACHING Erceplianal Childr6n 2A?

ABACUS TECHNTQ1iES

Bead counting and caleulating is very oid, though
most of us in North America know little of it. When
applled to bead counters )rou have these kinds of
options:

:. Enough beads for total count. That is each
counting line can have ag marry beads es yc{.!
want. From one to hundreds. Practicaily", your
wrist limits this usabie total to about Z0 to ZS.

You can have a line of beads representing one
event you are going to count. Be sure tc ieave
10 to 20 mm. for moving the beads {Figure 5).

2. Usual number bese, like base 10, the base we
are used to. Set this up with two rows (for ex-
ample) with one row being the l's and its pair
being the 10's row, as seen in Figure ?.
Now, there are some variation; you can do
with this, for example, Og Lindslev suggest*



PTANNING

By taking a set sf beads and setting the nurnber af
things you have ta do in a day, you get a direct read
out on your planning, things accompiisl:ed, and the
frequency of things left undone! Thanks to Fhyl
Meredith, over coffee (19?2,ls Dec., '23).

OTHER NUfuIBER BA5E5

Dick Cenardi (1969) did some basic research and
then taught me the ]apanese-style abacus u'hich is a

mcdi{ied base 5 design. Wells Hively (rrrz) and
Cord Kirkiand (rsye) use a base 5 counter. From this
exa::rple you see that there are five one's beads and
any number nf 5's beads. To keep "pure" syrnmetry
you miy want to allocate five to each pair, especially
if yeur coanf wiil not exceed 3o, Yours could look like
that in Figure L
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FICURE 8

F.rr lor*,er frequency patterns a base five works reatly well.
Ycu can even rnix base five and base ten counting beads on
the sarne wrigt counter.
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Here we'll end the abacus exarnples. They could go
to a , but I've some counting and charting to do. Try
rnaking sorne with good materials. You'll enjoy it and
also give yourself a good, fun, learninB tsol.

Geod counting and charting along with peace iit
precision.
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